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Alpha Sigma Nu gl;~~~~-'A~~d:r':Ic
_Forum; Students, Facuity Dialogue
by STEVE KUNATH

-

Ntw1 photo by Sieve Kunath

New· Courses ·Offered;
, Program~ .Expanded
by JACK PE'l'RE
Beginning ,vith the next fall
semester, The Military
Department will offer Special
Insttiaction in Military Science
(MS 290), a tuition-free
prograin with which any
student may compliment his
studies in another major. The
program will include the
followins accredited coursea:
Military Juatice, Topographic
Map-Readin1,
Baaic
Surveyina,
Surveyinl
Laboratory' Buie Leadenhip,
Principles of Inatruction,
American MWtary Hiatory,
~ MWtary Science.
Several departments in the

problems.
.. Tennewlower-divisiontheology
·courses have been added for the
next fall semester, along with a
series of directives from the
theology department for
'registration in these courses.
The biology department will
offer three different sections of BL
102, each with a different
emphasis, to be taken along with
any laboratory section (BL 103).
All sections of BL 102 will satisfy
· the university science requirement
when taken with a.lab section.
The Coin~~nication· Arts

department is offering four new
courses within the humanities
College of Arts and Sciences have module, which are not listed in the
also announced new courses new cataiogue. They are:
offerings for the 1972-73 academic Interpersonal
Communication
(CA 200), Presentational Speaking
year.
Mar.i and Radiation (PH214)isa . (CA 260). Group Discuuion (CA
one-hourphysicscoursewhichwill 263),
and
History of
sune)l ···gen~ral concepts· of Communication (CA 269).
radi&tion and various effects of
The English department will
radiation on'Man's life. There are offer Studies ia the Black
no prerequisites for the- course, Experience (EN 129), a lowerwhich will be taught by Mr. · division course in the literature
and humanities modules,
Toepker.
In the chemistry department, beginnin1 with the 1973 spring
Men, Molecules,· and the· semester. Unlike the current
Environment (CH 102-103, 104· Studies in Afro-American
106) will replace The Chemistry of · Literature, which deals in the
Living Things. The lecture and areas of poetry, drama, and the
laboratory course will relate the e888y, this new course will
principles of chemistry to modem- concentrate on black fiction and
day medical and environmeutal autobiography.

It was pointed out that the
The Jesuit Honors Society, Alpha Sigma Nu,
academic
forum was not designed
sponsored an Academic Forum on Wednesday, to give people
a chance to express
April 26. The Forum was designed to give the dissatisfaction with the
students and faculty of Xavier a chance to ask university, but to 'discover the
questions and pose problems concerning the direction in which Xavier is
present and future state of affairs at the . heading.
Hailstones lamented the loss of
university. In the first period of the forum, the
the
computer time-sharing
· student panel asked questions of the program
and said that it is high on
administrative panel; while the second period was the Business
School's list of
thrown open to questions from the audience.
priorities.

The student panel consisted ot'
Messrs. Greg Boehm, Mike
Madges, Dan Cox, and Ron
Brooks. Dr. Thomas Hailstones,
Rev. John N. Felten, S.J., Rev.
Robert Mulligan, S.J ., and Rev.
Jeremiah O' Callahan, S.J .,
· fonned the administrative panel.
Mr. Stephen Green presided.
Faculty members comprised
almost half of the audience, the
·remainder being students. Toward ,
the md of the forum, 8n informal
survey was taken which revealed
that only two students in the .
audienee were from the Business
School. The proceedings were
enlivened considerably by the
insistence of Hailstones that the
lack of questions about the
Busineu School was a result of
everyone's happiness with it.
began the forum by
asking why the pass-fail system

Boehm

Throughout the duration of the
forum, many questions and
problems were brought up. They
varied from group dynamics to
Black Studies. It was mentioned
that students are now coming to
Xavier from progressive high
schools, that is, schools which
place an emphasis on group
dynamics. In explaining the
manner in which Xavier · is
adapting to this new trend,
Mulligan commented that group
dynamics is not a very difficult
concept and that Xavier has a
faculty competent to handle it.

Again the lack of Black Studies
atXavierwasbroughtup.Inreply,
it was mentioned that the
university does not have the
resources to establish a full·
fledged program. Advancing from
no courses to four courses in three
years was deemed creditable hut
not perfect.
· One of the more positive points
brought out at the forum was the
availability of faculty and
administration. One student
commented: "It is somewhat
reaSBuring to know that these
people are available for discussion
and conference." His comments
referred to the program as a whole.
However, the reactions to the
forum varied; and some were not
quite so optimistic. Several
students pointed out that the
questions were ill-phrased and the
answers were evasive.

Allman Brothers Cancellation Stirs
Controversy; Rumors Dismissed
by FRANK LANDRY
. The Allman Brothers concert,
Sunday, April 23, was a ecene of
surpriee for some 3,200 people
gathered at Schmidt Memorial
Fieldhouee. The group failed to
appear.

Mr. Jim A1new, Student
Govemment Social Chainnan,
explained to the NeW8 that he
received a telegram from Belkin
Productione, the . contractina
agent, prior to the concert. The
t.elegram, Apew pointed out,
informed the Student Government
that the Allman Brothers would be
··unable as a result of 1iclmes1 to
one of the member& of the group.
The telegrams further pointed out
that detail• would be forthcomin1,
details which Apew has yet to
receive. Apew expl&ined: "As far
as we know, one of the group
memb8ra got sich and wae in a
hospital or a doctor's office."
Apew observed that such
cancellation is within the legal
bounds of contracts of this nature.
. He noted: "If there is any injury or
sickness in the group, they can get
out (of the contract), provided
there is a backup group.. They
. contacted Spirit."
Agnew was pleased with the
follow up actions of Belkin
Productions in procuring the
altemate group, Spirit, for the
i concert. He pointed out that both
•· i Mr. Mike Belkin, head of Belkin
New• photo by S&eve Kunath
' Productions,. and Mr. Dino
· Santangelo, Belkin'& agentfor the
Cincinnati area, were very
1
cooperative: 'They were very fair,
Congratulationa.to Dr. Jane S. Klinsman, Associate Professor and we. worked well together."
ofBuaine•• Admbiistration and Dr. Roser A. Fortin, Associate
Responding to the possibility
Profeeeor of History, this year's winners of the Student Senate
that the Student Government may
Faculty Recopition Award.

r;::::====·=·====·===·=================:w·

has become permanent and why it
is not extended to more hours.
Felten replied that thus far the
system has been successful Felten
further added that he fears a drop
in the quality point average in
fields other than a student's major.

take a course of legal action
against Belkin Productions,
Agnew's reply was strongly
negative.
In response to reports of rumors

that had allegedly been
circulating on campus concerning
the cancellation, Agnew alluded to
a type of organization which
(Continued on page 4)

Committee Awaiting Meal.Plan Questionnaire Returns
by JIM KELLY and NEAL H. HENNESSY
Perry expressed the hope that
The results of a recent study
conducted by the Food Service enough student& would tum in
their survey forms to the
Advisory Committee are expected designated
respresentatives of the
early next week. The survey was Food Service Advisory Committee
conducted to determine whether on their respec ive floors. If this is
Xavier students would prefer an done, Perry noted, the results of
extension of the present board the survey will be released next
plan to include breakfast in the week.
cafeteria on Saturday and
. The survey itself provided seven
Sunday.
options, and it clearly defined
According to Mr. Jerrold Perry, what the students were to vote for
ABBistant Director of Food
Services, not enough of the survey both in te'rms of .service and cost.
fonns have been returned to For example, if students were to
choose the nineteen meal plan,
warrant a tabulation.
they were presented choices
"We need to have at least 150 between added continental
morestudentsretumtheirfonnsto · breakfasts on Saturdays and
have the opini~n of 50% fo the . Sundays as well as a choice
students," Perry stated .
between optional and mandatory
In order to detennine the extent programs with prices stipulated in
of interest among boarding each case.
students for an extended boarding
Studmts were to respond by
plan, the survey was distributed to means of IBM computer punch
all resident hall students cards, which enable quick
excluding senior and graduate proceuing. Although the survey
students.
sheet asked for questionnaire to be
Several alternatives were completed and returned to floor
offered the students, including the representatives within two days,
option for retention of the present returns are still awaited. As was
system. New alternatives included stated on the survey sheet, the
four variations with stated bOard finalized results will be published
in the Xavier News upon receip~.
increases.
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Oh, What a Lovely. W arl

. HEAR ROCK CITY

by Bill QUINN
Being the critic of contemporary Ledford'& intended-to-flop jokes singing ability only disappointed r.
productions is a rather and the clown costuming, but 80 opening night, but she succeeds•
supercilious affair; as a case in what? lndividualjudgementofthe quite well in pulling offa heart-felt ~
point I recommend that the reader episodes by quality must admit pacifist speech in face of Cockney :
contemplate the· tonal quality of that many are excellent, but ahauvinism. The scene itself,
Bill Kerwin 'a movie review in this isolated. An ovemll appraisal is however, is doomed to bathos with
issue. This weekend the X.U. reduced to a quantitative . any sort of second-thought.
Players will again present "Oh approach, and as such Xavier's
The production is especially
What'a Lovely War!" The two productionseemsatoss-up.lthink weak during the musical
primary questions to be answered that the determination whether ensembles. Although some
are what is ''War" and how well · the relative successes more than distorition is caused, I'm told, by·
di,d .the Xavier players present it. make up for the failures depends acoustical problems, too many
When a critic really does not on each night's performance. stars and not enough rehearsed
cooperation only causes a scored
know · what to say about a Opening night it did not.
production, he can always call it
The Pierrots and Pierrettes blur. The solos are well distributed
good theatre. "Oh What a Lovely remain indistiguishable as such. and quite competently handled.
War!" offers a farrago of nostalgia Denny Horton, Greg Hudson and The choreography suffers the
3646 Woodford
and low-key contemporary Dan Ledford, however, excell and same dilemma that the singing
propaganda, of pathos and mirth, reveal amazing versatility, which does.
Ef.f. - $ 77.
of splurgy musical numbers and they must. Denny Horton's
One thing about the well·
1BR - 101.
semi-improvisational episodes, superiority in song and dance was structured play is that it is easier to
'2BR
~ · 126.
and as such is not exactly subject proven in "Half a Six-Pence,'' but review it either succeeds or flops
toAristotleancriticism.Butitdoes here· only tends to diminish the all together. "Oh what a Lovely
offer the occasional opportunity companyasawhole.Itseemsthat War!" maintains much of the
• All Utilities Included
for good theatre. Its weaknesses ''War' offers far better dramatic tuchistic quality of its apparently
• Unfurnished
are that · it maintains little opportunity to the Pierrot& than improvisational roots; all these
continuity beyond the thematic Pierette&. Musically, Shirley episodes and effects are chancy
• Equipped Kitchens
thread; its multiplicity of Brown offers a particularly fine business. Guamnteeing a good
• No Single Undergrads
theatrical gimmicks as often voice in solo. May Therese night of theatre with it is like
distract attention as captivate; Baehnerexcella(ifthat'stheword) guamnteeing a. good day at
some serious episodes tend toward in . the strikingly memorable Aqueduct. Sometimes you win;
the sentimental, while some of the "Itchy Koo" number. Kathie sometimes you lose.
comic ones approach the .!La:::b:an:z~'!a. .!n:o~rm::,an:y~..:ex:ce~ll:en:t~................................................................................. ,
ridiculous, and their juxtaposition
may either prove significantly
moving or resemble a ping-poug
· volley. Because of the limiteci
resources of Xavier's company,
their aucceSB is understandably
limited ..
In general, Kvapil'a staging is
excellent' unfortunately, the alide'ahow-auperior is unavoidably
neceSBary. His direction is sure
and ·maintains a pace that, at
: worst, paaaea over the ''play'a"
; weak points as painlessly as
·possible. The episodic nature of
'"War" gives the camival
impreSBion of entertainment that,
if that didn't work, how about this.
·Admittedly, this tone is consis~nt
with the introduction of Dan
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Movie Review

The Italia·n-American '"Gone With The Wind''
by BILL KERWIN
That's what everybody's calling tums out, upon inspection, to be
it. And Ihavetogiveittothem this nothing but old beer in new
time - they're absolutely right. H · Chianti bottles. Anyone who has
you enjoyed the weepy plot, the thrilled to the virtuosity of a truly
rigid staging, the atrocious fine Brando performance (in "The
editing, and the de-personalized Wild One,'' for example) must be
direction of "Gone with the Wind," dismayed at seeing the old stylistic
the "Greatest Film Of All Time," tricks trotted out again, and used
then you'll probably enjoy "The with complete impropriety in the
Godfather," its logical box-office characterization of a Mafia Don.
successor. That is, of course, if you One small instance will suffice to
have a penchant for soap opera make the point. Brando has
interlaced with violence; ifyou like always been a master of slight,
a little blood along with your tears repressed, eloquent gestures. At
in order to compensate for the lack their worst, his hands suggest a
of the true soil and sweat essential pair of intellectual butterflies; at
to imaginative film-making.
their best, they can be compared to
· But let's be fair to "Gone with subtle Japanese dancers,
the Wind." Even if Gable did grin elegantly revealing the meaning
all the time, it was still possible to of a tradition "Noh" play. But in
relish the vibrant, exquisite Don Corleone (Brando's character
performance of MiBB Leigh, who in the film), one would expect to
almost (but not quite) succeeded at find a man who uses (as a legacy of ·
making one ignore the vacuous hie Italian heritage) expansive,
dialogue. And who could forger the unsubtle, boldly pictorial gestures.
graceful, ladylike hysteria of that And what does Brando do? He
most charming of all Hollywood gives us the butterflies again. In
grotesques, MiBB Butterfly fact, the only new thing that
Brando bring& to "The Godfather"
McQueen?
is
an inexplicably bizarre voice
In contrast, "The Godfather"
characterization
which sounds
fails miserably even in its acting, ·
damaged
vacuum
cleaner
like
a
the last great stronghold of the
through
a
sandpaper
echoing
traditional box-office. film.
Brando's "greatest peiformance" mausoleum.
Al Pac:ino (who plays Brando's

directorial recognition: an
excessively academic piece of
montage in which shots· of Al
Pacioo's godson's baptism are
juxtaposed with scenes of various
gangland murders committed on
Pacino's orders. Although the
whole film is an elephantiasis
joke, this particular section is so
pretentious that I found myself
attempting to justify its self.
importance by trying to discern in
it the· grain of some passable
theme: the ritualistic aspects of
both religion and murder, the
deterministic nature of a Mafioso's
existence from birth to death, etc.,
et.c. I just couldn't bring myself to
realize the elementary nature of all
this cinematic noise: Isn't it ironic,
Coppola says, that ganeters can go
to church and kill people too? And
it is on this adolescently inflated
cliche of the genre that Coppola
stakes his auteur status.
The script is poorly written,
concentrating on the development
of vignette& rather than on plot or
characterization. The · Pacino
character suffers from especially
poor motivation. At the beginning
of the film, he states flatly that he
has no intention of following his
father's profession. Later, after the
attempted assassination of his

Meditation O·ffers·
''Restful Alertness''

CHIROPRACT I

.

'

·.A Dy•amic and
Rewarding ·Career

Chirop11ctic l1 lncrtllin1
For information on career opportunities within th
hiropractic Profession fill in and mail to:Chiropracti
reeri Ha.milton County ChiropracticAssociation,P.O ..Box
1206, p·incinnati, Ohio, 45211

AME' ••.•••• ·......................................... .
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I'd like to buy the world a ~lQ)S~.
··on a hill top in Italy we assembled
·
young people from all over the world
to bring you this message from the
Coca-Cola Bottlers all over .the world.
· It's the real thing. Coke'"

second lecture on the mechanics of
TM and four days of instruction
and practice. After this, one is able
to meditate on his own, although
Transcendental Meditation as
further instruction may be
taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
received. No one may take drugs
is not a religion or philosophy as is
for 15 days before an exercise
often believed. Nor is it practiced
high in the mountains of India by session.
A student of TM must undergo
some strange, exotic minority.
Rather, it is a simple mental three months of intensive training
exercise which meditators and with Maharishi Mah~sh Yogi
scientists say reduces tension and before he may teach meditation.
Ms. Woodward begain meditating
improves mental alertness.
three years ago and studied in
This technique was the Colorado under the Maharishi.
subject of a lecture on April 19 Mr. Nidich began four years ago
by two teachers, Linda and isnowstudying in Spain.
Woodward and Sandy Nidich,
The unusual thing about TM,
who say that over 100,000
students in the United States according to Mr. Nidich, is that the
meditator is in a more restful state
practice meditation.
than the average person, while
. Acc:ording to Miss Woodward,
being more awake and . alert.
thought is the basis for all actions,
Scientists, he said, found that a
and thus· one's activities can be
person during TM uses less oxygen
made more enjoyable through a
than a person who is sleeping
change in his field of thinking. She
soundly, while brain wave studies
explained that only about 15% of
showed waves indicative of
one's mental potential is actually
extreme
alertness.
recognized
and
used.
Researchers
have found, he said,
Transcendental Meditation, or
TM, she said, is practiced 15 that a person deprived of sleep is
minutes twice per day during less alert and very irritable. Like
which time the person transcends the sleeping state, the state of
finer and finer levels of thought, "restufl alertness", according to
until he reaches the area of"pure· Nidich, helps the i.'a''Bon increase
consciousness", the basis for all both his mental pea'ormance and
the enjoyment of his activities.
thought.
Meditation builds the person's
TM is not practiced merely for self-confidence, he said, and thus
the sake of meditating, she said, one can relate to other p·eople with
but rather, the mind is enriched a greater degree of sensitivity and
and the person returns to his
understanding..
·everyday activities with more
creative energy and greater
alertness. This is because the finer
levels of though are much closer to
This evening at 6:30 p.m.,
their source, she explained, and
WVXU-FM will feature a
thus are more powerful.
special sports presentation.
Those who meditate regularly,
WVXU's broadcast sport& direcshe pointed out, begin to use more
tor Tom Stevens, will host an
of their niental potential; they tend
interview with the Cincinnati
to have more energy and their
Reds. You'll hear interesting
thinking become more concise and
conversation along with com·
clear. A study of student
ments from John Bench, Pete
meditators at UCLA, she said,
Rose, Dennis Menke and Joe
revealed that after starting TM
Morgan. If you're a Reds fan,
their grades improved with the
you won't want to miss this
same amount of work, and the.
program! That's at 6:30 p.m.
students reported they were more
tonight on WVXU, the Voice
alert and perceptive in class.
of Xavier University, fll .7 on
Training for.TM consists of:a~
your FM dial.
introductory lecture, followed by~
. ' .., '. . .. _.... . ' . ,...... ·.· '
by JACK PETRE

Tiii N•d For Mort Docton Of

DDRESS: STREET •.•••••••.

father (which he, along with the
rest of the family, understands as
a purely business measure with no
personal animosity involved), he
decides to commit two cold blooded
murders, purely for the sake of
"the business." This chameleon·
like jump seems rather incredible
to me. Also, there are four or five
in "The Godfather" (the
.
Sicilian pastoral sequence
especially),
compr1s10g
approximately a half hour of total
time, that serve no purpose
whatsoever, either by themselves
or in the over all context of the
film. But, after all, an epic has got
to be long.
Indeed (except fo the
performance of Caan), the only
mildly engaging aspect of "The
Godfather" is its violence. The
famous horse's head scene is
screamingly funny; in fact, it's
almost worthy of the surrealist
master, Bunnuel. And the
remaining bloody scenes have an
intetesting, disembodied, comic
strip quality which make one
think of the hidden, secret dreams
of Chester Gould. But as far as the
rest of "The Godfather" is
concerned: well frankly, Francie
Ford Coppola, I couldn't give •~
·damn.

· ....,:'\. ' ·. ··
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Allman Cancellation
. Stirs ~ontroversy;
Rumors Dismissed
(Continued f ram page 1) ·

habitually lellda out such rumors.
Apew nixed a rumor that the
Allman BIOthen had cancelled
two weeb prior by stating: '-i'here
is not trUth to that at all." He
further emphaeized that
everything was legal and that
everything cbecked·out.
Apew additionally explained
that a 1088 wam't incurred, but
that in fact a small gain was
realized.
Regarding the actual
announcement of the cancellation
on the night of the concert, Agnew
expounded: "I got up on the stage
and made the announcement that
the Allman Brothers had
cancelled and that anybody not
satisfied could go to the front ticket
office within fifteen minut.es and
. get a refund."
He further added that he
explained to the crowd. that they
could remain through the concert
and hold their tickets. By choosing
this alt.emative, Agnew noted that
the patrons would be eligible for a
one dollar discount at a lat.er
concert. Agnew further stated that
the Allman Brothers may be rescheduled for the second semest.er
of next year.

XAVIER '-'.NIVERSITY

·JOIN TH&·

I
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TROUBLE WRITIN~?

WILLIS SIMMONS
TYPING SERVICE

.
Exercise program lead by
Glendora Ave. 281~7155. · :
Apew cont.ended that he was professional writers can '' 2722Typing
Student Papers,
I
·applauded to agreaterdegreethan help you.
Author MS.
was he booed when he introduced
Call By
Appointment
. ..
.
.-. OnlJ.•..··..· .:
Spirit. When questioned further
Call 721-8198.
about crowd reaction, he noted '--......;~~..;.....;;;~;.;._-__, ,..__ _ _ _ _ _~~-ml!:
· that 7Q0-1,000 people left the.
concert immediat.ely. He stated
that there were 3,200 people atthe
concert, and that an additional 400.
people were waiting to buy tickets.:
His overall reaction summed up~
the evening: "Circumstance killed
us."
Agnew utt.ered words of praise
for the police and stated that
"without them there could have
been a real riot." He further added
that the concert was well ushered.
-:~-

XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Goes to .
South America

.

Study Spanish - 8 weeks
Summer '72
Round Trip Miami- Bogota
Room and Board - $666.00
Tuition - 6 credits.
Dr. Vega: Directo.r
Wrlte or Call:
Summer Seaaiona Office
. Xavier Univeraity
Cincinnati, Ohio 4&207
(Tel.: 863-3601)

INTERNATIONAL JOBS
.Europe. South America,. Alla. Australia, U.S.A.
Openings In all fields _. Social Sciencea. Buslneu;
Sclencaa. Engineering.· Education,
AIUka
construction and ·pipeline work. Earnings to
.weekly. Summer or permanent. Paid ·exj>enaee.
bonuaea, travet ·Complete current information - .
only $3.00. Money back guarantee. Apply •rlY
for.belt oppo91unltlea - write nowlll . . . · · ·
. . .
.· International· Employment
.
Box;721·X 13 • .
''·
·. Peabody, Maaaachuaetti.01980 . ·.
(Not an employment agency)

·etc.

·

$500.;
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FUTURE CPA'S

Problems Arise In Student Work With Public Relations

.Learn Now About the
next CPA Exam•
. . .dlllrCPA ...... COUnll
CINclNNATI

'CllVBMD

DAYTON

The recent publication of the
Xavier magazine two weeks ago
revealed a number of
discrepancies
and
. misrepresentations concerning

5136Sl-44i7.
216 69&0969·
513 246-5087'

the E.L.L.C. (Experimental
Living/Leaming
Community)
and the Free University. Mr. Ray
J. Kemble, Jr., a part;time
employee of the Public Relations

ove
etters

Just Beyond These Trees
Is A 9-Hole Golf Cours~.

It's only one of the many
extras you'll get if you decide
on summer school at
Louisville's Bellarmine
College. Tennis courts and
playing fields, huge shade
trees and rolling fields are all
a big part of Bellarmine's
115 .acre, park-like campus and only a minute's walk
from any classroom.
Break away from it all this
summer and join us where
education is fun. Bellarmine
is a friendly, student-centered
college where everyone-·
students, faculty and
staff - know one another.
Classes are small and air
conditioned (when they're
not held outside under one
of our beautiful trees). And
you may choose from

Office and editor of the Xavier
magazine, was unavailable for
comment as the Xavier News went
to press.
Kemble initially approached
E;L.L.C. members requesting their
cooperation with a planned article
on the Free University Program.
The publication of the article in the
March edition of the Xavier
magazine was the latest
misrepresentation in a number of
releases from Sycamore House
concerning the Experimental
Living-Leaming Community and
related programs.
Mr. Kemble, is meetings with
representatives of the E.L.L.C.,
said that the beginning of the
story in question, where the major
discrepancies were found,· had
been written long before the rest of
the article. He said that deadlines
prevented a rewrite even though
the mistake was deiscovered
weeks prior to printing.
The Experimental Living·
Leaming Community was most
recently approached by Kemble
concerning his intention to devote
a major portion of an upcoming
edition of the magazine to the
Community itself. Cooperation on
Kemble's part included extending
to E.L.L.C. members professional
equipment to take pictures and
also editing rights over copy this
time.
After receiving the equipment
and shooting approximately
seventy pictures, Mr. Ray
Bleicher, a member of the E.L.L.C.
Directors' Group, received a letter
from Kemble calling a moratorium
on the story. The letter stated that,

approximately 60 different
· courses and workshops that
will give you additional,
transferrable credits toward
your degree.
Bellarmine summers are
always a'swing with free rock
concerts in nearby Cherokee
Park, boating arid skiing on
the Ohio River, horse racing,
the National Classic Tennis
Tournament, outdoor
performances of Shakespeare
in Central Park, bike riding,
picnics and art fairs.
Come share the fun and pick
up some helpful credits in the
process. For more information
on class schedules and fees,
please clip the coupon below
and mail to Bellarmine
College, 2000 Norris Place,
Louisville, Kentucky 40205.

r-------------------------~
Bellarmine College -

Summer 1972

D Mr.
Name D Ms., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State,_ _ _ _ _ Zip._ _ __
Please send me
_ _ _ _ _,Summer School Bulletin, 1972
-'-----College Catalog
_ _ _Application for Admission
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as a result of a recent editorial
board meeting, it was decided
"this is not the right time to do an
article on the Living-Leaming
Community," and that "a number
of reasons dicated this." In a
subsequent meeting seeking
clarification on the sudden
alterations of plans, Kemble
replied, "I cannot say anything
about it." He stated only that the
decision was not a question oftheir
having a story to replace the
' article on the E.L.L.C., but that
·''it's simple that we don't feel that
we can do the story now for
reasons that I can't got into."
Later in the same meeting,
Kemble expressed his intention to
seriously reconsider doing the
story as he had originally planned.
According to. Bleicher, Ray
Kemble decided that the
Experimental· Living-Leaming
Community's programs were the
kind of thing a forward-looking
institution should be projecting to
its public. He communicated his
intention to go back to the editorial
board on the following Saturday,
.April 29th, and "try as hard as he
could" to get the story returned to
its priority in the upcoming
Xavier.
Contacted two days later after
the board meeting, Kemble stated
that the story would definitely not
appear, and that as far as the
record was concerned, it was his
decision. Bleicher commented, "I
was surprised at this sudden
change in Kemble's attitude and
the marked contrast with his
statement earlier that he does not
make such decisions alone."

Learn
Sport Parachuting
!Rising Sun,
Indiana Airport
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·Edit0rial

Letters To The Editor
Flagrant and Unpardonable
F.ditor:
D.C.K., whoever you are, your lopsided 9ditorial of last
week on, 'Tax Levy - An Important Iisue", is
unfortunately teemin1 with flqrant and unpardonable·
enon. As a start, I ausseat you reveal in yourcolumn next
week who prompted you and fumiahed you with the
information (Could it be Cinclnnatiana United for Good
Scboola?) to write auch an editorial.
I must explain that my father, Mr. Jim Condit, is
preeident of the statewide oqranization Citizen• for
&lucational Freedom. Thia oqranization is tryiq to
procure an equal sharing in tax dollarB for parents who
cbooae to give their child a religious education. My father
is in continual contact with public acbool leaderahip and
everyone else who baa anything to do with this iaaue in
this area. He talked to Father Mulligan about this very
iaaue just weeks ago. Our Provost told him that he and
Father O'Connor would stay away from the meetings of
Cincinnatians United for Good Schools. Why is Rev.
O'Connor presented as an avid member of this Bame
. oqranization in your article?
You say that, ''Many Catholic educators think this
(voting down the tax levies) unwise, and I would have to
agree." What canard! Who are these edu~tora? Most ~e
•know are vigorously AGAINST voting any more money to
the public school until this nation insures the right of
, parents ,to send their child to the school of their choice
without 1Dldue economic penalty. A word about this undue
economic penalty. A word about this undue economic
penalty. In the 1800's blacks had the right to vote in the
south. Granted, they had to pay $50 and pass an
examination that college whites could'nt paaa - but they
had the right to vote. Today parents who seek a religious
education for their child are experiencing exactly what the
blacks experiencecl in regard to voting. They have to pay
double to send their child to a school which does twice the
educational service to the state as its public counterpart.
Due to the recent court ruling forbiding payments to
parochial parents qnder the proposed plan, our reasoning
for wanting the tax levies defeated is clear - not
embittered or threatening 88 you suggested. Until parents
are insured the right to give their child a religious·
education if so desired, we urge parochial parents to not
place any additional tax burdens upon themselves soley to
aupport the godleu, decrepid, doomed public school
ayst.em. The public school system is so lacking in discipline
and morale that I personally doubtifit is worth continuinir
,at all. I you don't believe that, 88kaomeonewho has taught
at a public school Withrow - 1 mile from Xu keeps
policeman in its halls fJl/ery day. Black leader Rev. Jeue.
Jackson recently said on Phil Donahue that parents
should make any sacrifice to send their children to
parocbialschoolabecauaeagoodeducationiasoimportant
these days.
In promoting the parochial school cause we are
intereated in more than the education ofCincinnati public
echool children in 1972. We're interested in forcing the
· j,oliticiana to come up wif:b a way for giving parochial
parents an equal sharing of their tax dollan throug~out
the country. In abort, we're interested in the moral future of
our countrv. We can in1Ure thia future b~ b~. and
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F.clitor:
Hey, fJl/erybody, wake up!
Remember those words of wisdom offered a long time
qo by a resident philosopher - "Does anyone care to
throw a dish?" Remember the front page article in the
Xauier New• last week - Crowley Arrested; Trial
Pending? Remember everybody's complaints aboutlack of
real school spirit and, watch your cliches, involvement?
How many people have gone to observe a trial just for the
experience? How many have gone to Student Senate
meetings, or City Council hearings? What I'm getting at is
this-wouldn'titbegreatiftwohundreclofusweretogoto
Mr. Crowley's hearing, as a gesture of solidarity? Even if
the rantings of the resident over-zealous crusader were
dismissed that same day, think of that feeling of
accomplishment to cheer as the favorable outcome was
announced!
Would Mr. Crowley consent? Would the student body
follow? See you in court?
Matt Moloilv

supporting schools that give moral strength and character
to their pupils.
I would like in closing to compliment Bob Heleringer on
his ecellent articles in the Xauier News. Anyone who did
not read Bob's article "A date with destiny at An Loe"
should beg, steal or borrow a copy of the April 26, 1972
Xauier Newa.
Jim Condit Jr.

.Editor'a Note: D.C.K. ia the Editor-in-Chief of the Xavier
Newa. 77ie Very Rev. PaulL. O'ConnorS.J. currently holds
a aeat on the Board of Truatees of the Cincinnatians
. Unital for Good Schoola.

Peaceful Message
F.ditor:
You are in a position of some power and influence.
Kindly publish this letter to the editor or write some similar
peaceful messagl.
The peacenicks, demonstrators who violently protest to
say they oppose the Vietnam war, are continuing the
effort. They seem angry and sometimes throw rocks or
destroy property.
Now, the really changed factors, the increasing number
of demonstrations againstthewar, the wind-down, and the
recent invasion of the North Vietnamese, are affecting
those demonstrators.
Some of the dissent against military destruction or
bombing is not merely humanitarian and is in fact
peaceful. Thousands of demonstrators are peaceful and
loving. Practically none of the,demonstrators are perfect,
however, and few are saved.
Thinking the similar logic, some of the military men
work for peace and would not kill Viet Cong, destroy people
with bombs, or aid the military cause. That reasoning
applies to both chaplains and protesters. The chosen few
are the ones who imperfectly strive for peace.
Because two types of people exist, either peaceful or
ravenous inside and outside, the demonstrations may
become more violent. The reason is that those who have ·
been protesting for rebel or selfish reasons now have
multiplied reasons for being violent. The thing to fear is
not fear itself. Rather, time and the recent changes may
cause the unsaved, insecure, immature at any age to fear.
These factors are difficult for them to adjust to: 1) People
. who have been rebelling, whether military adicts or violent
peacenicks, for non-loving reasons, are so'mewhat shaken.
Because they may be testing policemen, parents,
establishments, etc. while hoping authoriw f'qrures do not
,change, they are shaken by government change. Because
their trust in the policy of the United States to seek and
destroy hu to be rethought and ~djusted for the opposite
withdrawal system, they need adjustment activity. They
are not rebelling for the people they have been rebelling
agajnet. Because they bave been preaaurecl to join the fad
of proteatinl(, they need to identify against the president
and bombirqr. Because their demans for withdrawal are
being met in the presence of invasion threat, the illusion of
cbanp in authority figures amplifies the fear potential.
· 'lbeir rebel motives need the influence of true peace lovers
and participation with peaceful demonstrations. 2) The
changed threat to our citizens can be extrapolated. Fear
results when insecure people think of the potential threat.
If the ·enemy attacks our land, most Americans will
probably be afraid and not love the enemy. The
demonstrations may soon be for war. World opinion and
thinking in the United States is changing. 3) The
moonwalk and demonstrations against bombing are
diverting some thought. While being threatened by the
enemy, demonstrations that we are truly not afraid will
calm some of the worry. 5) Although we have reason to
believe the invasion Will quit at the border of South
· Vietnam, wannongers in the United States may not be
able to accept that. World opinion supporting counter war
is the reason.
It i8 a fact that Christians have the ultimate security,
peace that passes understanding, and everything we need.
Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their
country.
True demonstrations for peace in the presence of
invasion and threat will confound the enemy. Actions
speak louder than words. What the world needs now is ·
demonstrations of love, sweet love.
Gary B. Warner

Poor_ Response
, Last Wednesday afternoon, the Jesuit
Honorary Society, Alpha Sigma Nu,
sponsored an open· Academic Forum for all
.members of the University community. The
Academi«;: Forum was very well-publicized. It
was also very well-planned. A panel of four
students had prepared a series of questions
addressing Dr. Hailst.ones, Fr. Felten, Fr.
O'Cal!aghan, and Fr. Mulligan. A big turnout
was hoped for and actually expected~
,considering the nature of the forum.
Unfortunately, only approximately one
hundred(lOO)peopleattended.Outoftheseone
hundred people, half were Arie and Science
students, and the rest was composed offaculty
, members. Two Business students were in
attendance. This is a poor turnout for a
collocation of such importance. Opportunities
of this sort, that is, toaddresstheheadsofthe
administration at one time, do not occur that
·often. A few .t.ook the opportunity t.o
intelligently question the administration.
·Many more, however, failed to take advantage
·of this opportunity allowing them to have a
say in the decisions affecting their academic
: careers. Whether this shows that pe0ple are
i disinterested or do not care is debatable. But it
:is unfortunate that another opportunity for
;academic questioning. has been passed by.
;
JMK

·~·······························~·~···
A Challenge ·
Editor: .

In view of the fact that, according to Mr. Mike Myen in
his statement of resignation .from the residence hall st:aff
the Experimental Living - Leaming Community "has
been an unmitigated success educationally, financially ·
and in terms of constructive impact on the Xavier
Community," wouldn't it be desirable for a committee of
ELL.C. members to prepare and make public an
exhaustive report to the Xavier Community of the original
purpose of the ELL.C.,its programs and their results, and
its services rendered to the university this year? Every
Xavier student ought to be aware of the achievements of
such a creative and valuable institution 88 Mr. Myers
claims the ELL.C. to be.
I btjng this up because the only advancements for which
Mr. Myers says the ELL.C. deserves atleastpartialcredit
are those "officially vocalized priorities" which he
mentioned in his statement. As fine as they may be what
are officially vocalized priorities if not just so much more
liberal metoric like that of the Student Affairs Office? Jf
"the E.LL.C. is the only example (in My Myenexperience
at Xavier) of a concrete situation in which pe0ple took the
risk ofputting their rhetoric and aetion together(italics are
My. Myera)," let us hear about that action. I for ·one
wouldn't want to have missed it.
Michael Marrero ·
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The Best Of Both Worlds
use a computing facility if it is
made available, and easy to use.
Second, observation indicated
· that many users were forcing applications to time-sharing which
clearly belonged in a batch environment. Third, time-sharing, local batch, and remote batch are
necessary to make a complete
educational system available.
Availability of a computing
system is crucial in introducing
computer applications to a university population. If the system
and its supporting staff are isolated, potential customers will develop altematives to using com·
puting, many of which may be
more costly and time consuming.
The inter-active termin.al bririgs
the user to the system without his
having to go to the machine area.
He now has availability in a private atmosphere where he can
pace his use and leaming proceBB.

In the short period of. the Xavier installation, members of the
university community used the
facility for educational and productive work. They saw the benefits of computing without having to attend formal courses or
discuss particular problems with
a staff of trained programmers.
After the brief period of orientation, users developed more
and more applications se?Ving
both · research and teaching.
Some immediately saw the inadequacies of a system which
· had only time-sharing as its sole
function. The terminal, as a result of its speed, does not lend itself to high output jobs such as
printing mailing labels for a
large group of people. Large
amoants of data entry ·can become costly if the terminal is
used as an on-line entry device.
In short, some jobs do not belong
in a pure time-sharing environment.
Some users recognized this immediately while others tried to

A complete educational system
· should offer the three capabilities
of computing as we know them
today: local batch, remote batch,
and time-sharing. Local batch
demonstrates to the student of
data-processing applications
which are used in industry today.
Time-sharing supplies problemsolving capability to any discipline which has this requirement. Interaction of the two can
produce a simulation of a remote
data-entry system with batch output. Remote batch offers large
system capability at .a site removed from the main machine
facility.
The staff of the Computer Center strongly recommends the
single machine, single Computer
Center approach to computing at
the University. We feel that a
single system can provide an economic approach which will satisfy both the academic and administrative areas. The academic
area can have time-sharing and
batch operating interactively
while the administration can
move to a large data-base system
to provide management information. The key word is economics.
The university.can have the best
of both worlds and live within a
realistjc cost.

TWO FABULOUS SWIMMING POOL
MEMBERSHIPS THIS .SUMMER
FOR STUDENTS!!
Two Fabulous Swimming Pool
MembershipsThis Summer For Students!!.
THE MANOR HOUSE-LINK COMPLEX POOL
Opens May thru September, 1972.
Open 10 a.m. to dark 7 days a week.
SHOWERS ••. GRILL AREA ... LOUNGES.
Only $25 for season. Call Mrs. Grube, 731-6505 or 731-6215.
. At 3853 Ledgewood Drive along Victory Parkway,
a~joining XU Campus.

EDGECLIFF
SUMMER SCHOOL
M•nor.House 35.000 G•llon Kidnev pool with P•lm.•

THE v·ERNON MANOR SWIM It BEACH CLU.B

Opens May thru September, 1972. Private lockers, showers,
Cocktails, .& Food at poolside; Open daily except Mondays.
Free Parking •. Hawaiian Luau, Guests $1 per day.
Season· Membership for students 20% discount - $40 season.

MODERN
LANGUAGES
•

French - 6 hrs.

•

German - 6 hrs.

•

Spanish - 6 hrs.

CALL
DEAN WESTER

961-3770

.

Vernon Manor 50.000 gallon pool. a_t 400 Oak St.

Call Mr. Mike Anderson, Pool Manager, 281-3300 or on XU Campus.
FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE. CALL OR WRITE
.
Manager. VERNON MANOR HOTEL
OAK AND BURNET
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219

$45 PER
CREDIT HOUR
Air Conditioned
Class Rooms
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Andrew S. Viragh, S.J.

Look

111he1ct _,.,. going•

."Apostles" Of Satan
We met the "Apostles" of Satan. effective.
Where? In Toronto, Canada. I INTRODUCTORY
went up with some members of LEADERSHIP COURSE:
ACT (Social and Miaaion Service) (1) The Leader aa a Speaker for leadership discussions.
Practical methods of how to speak
We saw young ladies and young (voice, gestures, mimics, etc.)
men walking up and down amain ·(2) The L«Jder a• a Teacher The
street, wearing black cs.pea. What . "Methodus Nova," a eomplete)y
did they do? They stopped people new method of how to teach and
and explained the new religion, how to communicate your ideas.
the Satan cult. They spoke about
three gods: Satan, Jehova, and (3) The Leader aa an Organizer
Lucifer. They also offered some Modern psychological methods of
literature.
organization.
We were wo11dering. about the (4) Psychological preparation of a
enthusiasm of these young people. kacler.
It would be interesting to look at (5) Discusaions conceming the
the psychological motives and modem problems of today.
Do you think it is worthwhile to
factors behind their actions.
However, we met other kinds of come together and discuss the
young.people in Toronto. Some of need for leaders and leadership
these were college students living training?
in a run-down, tenement building,
We intend to contact those who
workingduringthesummerforthe would be interested in such
inner-city poor. They got some leadership training.
financial support, but it was just ...- . .•
enough to have a place to stay and
food to eat. So they did not work to
make money, but to offer their
service to the disadvantaged. We
admired . their generosity and
selflessness.
We can also find such fine,
young people on our campus who
work for otheni and not for money.
However, the number of these
should be increased. Why? There
· are . many who . speak .about
bringing love, justice and peace to
the poor, society, and the whole
world. The big problem is where
are the leaders who will work for
these great ideas. There is also
another problem the
·preparation· of leaders for these
works.
I received an invitation to
conduct a leadership course in
Brockman Hall. I was delighted to
accept it. It occurred to me that
perhaps others might be interested
in such leadership training.
What is a leadership course?
There are different types of
leadership courses. I will present
an outline of an introductory
leadership course of ACT (S.M.S.)
which is . very . practieal and

One way from JFK. London, Paris,
or Amsterdam. Round trip $195.

by 707 and 747 Jets
Student pawer does it! Our International service just for students
gets you special jet air fares to
and throughout Europe. Confirmed
seats, pre-scheduled departures.
Complimentary meals and bar
service. Avoid higher summer
rates by booking now. Also flights
to Tel Aviv, Zurich, Frankfurt,
Rome, Athens, and others.

For full Information call~
(212) 98&·8980
or mail coupon
.

-------------~National Union of Students Travel
Service, Inc.
30 E. 42nd St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.

Name-~~--~--~

Street--------~

____________

CilY'----------

, State & Z i P - - ' - - - - - - - ,

39

leak• lhi1 celd end go~
Now at a new low price: $3. And it's
·
good until your. 22nd birthday!
You get a reserved seat, any day,
and save about 20%. Call us, or see
your travel· agent.

wvxu·
Each Monday at 6:30 p.m.,
treat yourself to the quick
tempo of traditional music
from the old country as WVXUFM presents the "Polka Express". Your host Greg Holtz
will inform you with the latest
news in the polka world and
will often interview guest
musicians. Of course, there
will be lots of good music too.
That's the "Polka Express"
eveey Monday evening on
WVXU, 91.7 on your FM dial,
now broadcasting on weekends from 12 noon until 10 p.m.

~w4fL:<~. ,: · ·

Have)OU ever joined a beaver shooting expedition
and found that)OU vvere the pnlyone

who sho\Ned up with a rifle?_
No.

STUDENT
LOANS

.

But have you ever tried Colt 45 Malt Liquor?

No.

Then let say were even.

,
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If you think KOdak is just
pretty pictures, you ought to have
.·. · your chest examined.
When a chest x-ray shows that you have a potential
killer like TB or cancer, it's not a pretty picture. But it's an
important picture because it can help the do<itor detect and
catch the killer in time.
.
When doctors are out to catch these potential killers,
they want the sharpest, clearest x-ray films they can get. And
that's why pe0ple at Kodak sperid so many hours creating
new and better x~ray film equip~nt. Already, the results in-

elude con\tenience for the patient, economy for the hospital,
an even more useful tool for the radiologist-and, most impor. tant, reduced radiation exposure.
Researching and creating better x-ray films is good
for our business, which is .why we went into them in the first
place. But it does our society good, too-which isn't a bad
feeling. After all, our business depends on our society-so we
care what happens to it.

M More than abusiness.
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Baseball Record At 11-5
As the rains fell upon the
Athletic Field, the Musketeers
unleashed a storm of its own in
the form of five runs and ten hits
off two Notre Dame pitchers.
-Although the game was called in
the fifth inning while the Muskies were batting, the damage
was already done as they pre·
served their unblemished record
at home (not at six) and won their
ninth straight by a score of 5-1.
Catcher Larry Lipps was the
first one to score against the
Fighting Irish as he was driven
in by a triple off the bat of shortstop Dave Dempsey in the third
inning. The Irish came right back
in the fourth to score a run off
starting pitcher Don Schwegmiµt
to tie the score at one apiece. The
Muskies wasted no time in taking
over the lead in the bottom of
the fuurth as lead off hitter first
baseman Jack Streitmarter con·
nected for a double, followed by
right fielder Dick Cagney's triple
scoring Streitmarter. Third Baseman Brad Graff kept the hitting
going as he blasted a douole
scoring Cagney. -The scoring con·
eluded when catcher John Phillips
(who replaced Lipps in the fourth)·
hit a double scoring Graff;

by PAT GORDON
seen that the season has progressed to the point that even the
pit.chers have improved to the
poin~ of bouncing back.
The Muskies now stand 11-5,
after wins over Thomas More,
Bellarmine, and three over the
University of Dayton.
Xavier swept both sides of a
double header up in Dayton last
weekend, by scores of 9-3 and
2-0. Pitcher Don Schwegman
went the distance for Xavier, his
first complete game of the season, allowing three runs on seven
hits, four walks, and nine strike·
outs. Batting honors went to
shortstop Dave Dempsey, leading
the offensive attack with three
hits in four appearances, scored
three runs, and stole two bases.
Center fielder Mark Kneflin hit
the longest ball of the game, rap·
ping a triple and going one for olie
with a sacrifice, two RBis and
scoring once.
Mike Boi-er pitched the second

on account of three errors by the
Muskies. Jostworth, Dick Cagney,
and Brad Graff, who provided the
muscle at the plate for Xavier.
Graff went four for two at the
plate and had three RBis. Cagney
hit one for two, scored two runs
and picked up an RBI, as Jost.
worth had two hits in four trips to
the plate, one run and one RBI.
Thomas More was the next· victim of the Muskie Machine, falling
9·1. A four-run third inning was
. too much for the Rebels to handle
as Xavier clouted three hits, including a long double by Cagney,
two stolen bases and two walks
to lead the game, 6-0. The Muskies scored two in the first, one in
the fourth, one in the sixth, and
two runs, on a-Jostworth. double,
a Cagney triple, and an infield
error to score Cagney in the ninth
for a final score of9-1.
Jim Bath picked up the win, but
was relieved by Conny Warren,
keeping busy in the basketball
111
game, blanking the Flyers, allow- off-season, who was credited with
ing only two hits, three walks, a save. Bath allowed one run on
and s~~g o~t. nine. Catcher five hits, and Warren, no runs
John. Phillips hit the on~ ho~e on two hits and fanned five.
run m the ~ntest, blastm~ b1S
The Muskies have won nine
first round-tripper over ~e nght- straight, and :remain unbeaten at
center field fence. Facmg the home. Xavier is on the road this
" The ~uske~rs took ~e f1!ld Flyers at home, the Muskies week, facing Cincinnati, Ohio
m the.fifth and it was ~t th1S pomt downed Dayton again, this time University, and Morehead State
theramswerethreatenmgtowash 9-1. Xavier wasted no time in tomorrow, and Marshall Univer~e game off. the rec;ord books getting on the scoreboard in the sityinHuntingtononSaturday.
with the Muskies holdmg a three second inning on a triple by first
run advantage. A complete game baiieman Jack Streitmarter and
is considered to consist of five scored on a wild pitch by the
innings before it is entered in the Dayton pitcher.
---.
. - .
record books. So the Muskies
were three outs away from making . 'f?e Mus~ies had a ·big th~
the score stand as recorded. Don mnmg, scoring fuur runs off_ hits
Schwegman rose to the occasion by Don Jostworth, Larry Lipps,
by forcing the first two batters to 8?d Den Oberh~lman. Bo~er
hit into two easy ground outs, p1~ked up the wm ~or Xavier,
allowing the third a meaningless ~th help ~om relievers Bob
base on balls and striking out the Hines and Jim Bath, who, com·
fourth. Sch~egman had all the bined allowed. only three hits and
confidence in his pitching that a one run, walking five.
pitcher could have, even though
Clutch pitching by Bath and
he had to be hurried up to com· Hines in relief of starting pitcher
plet.e the inning. The game won Mike Wasniak boosted the Musin this way was very important kies over Bellarmine College, 5-4.
for Schwegman to win because he Xavier scored three times in the
was .involved in a rain-type situ· first .inning, once in the second
ation earlier this season. With the and once in the fifth, but held off
game in his possession, Schweg· ~ dt!~~ined Bellarmine come'. man had to be relieved in the fifth back in the seventh to bold-on to f<i'0'
inning against Newport News in the win. The Knights outhit the ·--·
favor of Bob Hines, who later was- Muskies 10·9, and the game could
re~a.rded with the win. So it is have very easily })e~_Bellarmine's

vm
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Idiots Take

0 .......... 'Shipment
iJ 14 ICeret Gold Av•llable
[J - Dllmondl •ncl Flrellul'lt Slenel

Golf Team
In 1972 edition of the Xavier
University Golf Team, packed
with retuming lettermen and
strong newcomers, has gotten off
to the fastest start of any X. U. golf
squad in recent years. After the
first portion of the schedule, which
began on March 31, the ledger
News photo by Frank Abate
shows 8 matches in the victory
column and only a single, 2 stroke
defeate at Dayton marring the
record. - Also included in the
season's log so far is a 9th place
finish in the Marshall Invitational
Tour.nament, played at
Huntington, W. Va. over Easter
break which included such strong
teams as Olliostate, Bowling
Green and Ohio U.
Leading the team in its early
successes have been senior
Steve Busam, a Cincinnati St.
Xavier product, and Dick
McPhail, ·a sophomore from
Birminghain,
Michigan.
Busam has averaged 75.8
through the first part of the
slate while McPhail, who has
y~t to card a round over 80, has
had a 76 stroke-per-match
average. Complimenting the
play of these two linksmen has
been the consistent scoring of
senior Captain Harry Hewitt,
juniO!'fi Don Roettker and Joe
Ford, and sophomore J.I.
Greenwell. Also contributing
to the fast start have· been
senior Bob Sherman and
bright freshman prospect Bob
Contini.
The upcoming schedule looms
tough with matches scheduled
with such strong teams as
University of Louisville, U .C.,
Western Michigan, and
Northwood of Indiana .. Also
included are two medal play
tournaments· The Transylvania
Invitational at Lexington, Ky. and
the Michigan State "Spartan
Invitational" at East Lansing,
. , ·" ......- - - -.......;.;.£
.J Michigan.

•••••••••••I
TIME:
ALL DAV

PLACE:

BOOKSTORE

DEPOSIT:

RINGS CAN BE ORDERED AT ANY TIME DURING
THE YEAR ·AT THE XAVIER UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.

"AA' IM Title

by RICK SADOWSKI
at intermission and stretched it to
The men's intramural 40_21 with l4:40 to play. The
basketball championships were 'Wheatbegantochipawayandcut
held last Wednesday night in a the deficit to thirteen, 46-33, with
doubleheader at Schmidt seven minutes to got but they just
Fieldhouse, and before a handful didn't have enought to catch up.
of enthusiastic and noisty fans, Tom Bazzoli, a linebacker on the
the Cretens and the Idiots were
victorious. Contrary to the rules football team, was high scorer
during the regular season, both with 17 points and was named the
contests Were piayed on a full Most Valuable Player.,
court. Neither game was close.
In the second game, the Idioits
In the opener, the Cretens broke - almost all ofwhom are members
open what was a see-eaw battle in of the football team - coasted to
the opening half and breezed to a aneasy77-47winovertheTrotters
62-43 victory over the Shreaded for the Class AA title. The winners
Wheat, copping the Clasa A title. snap~ a 6-6 tie with five minutes
The victors were too strong off the gone by scoring a dozen straight
boards for the 'Wheat _ and points and the game was over.
·except for some. shaky goings in With 9:10 left a Trotter basket cut
themargin to22·13butthatwasas
· the fmt half- they controlled the close as the game was to get. The
game.Theyopenedupa24-17lead Idiots took a 39-25 lead into the
second half and had not trouble in
the final twenty minutes from the
out-manned Trotters. Even Ed
"&ardless" Finn and 'jumpin
John McClane couldn't bring their
troops back. Pat Barry scored 19
points for the champions and was
presented with the MVP trophywhich he richly deserved.
Now - if only bOth winners
could do as well on a football field
as they did on the basketball court.

XAVIER
UNIVERSITY
REMINDS
YOU •••

ORDERED YOUR
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News photo by Frank Abate .
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·SPEID SUMMH ·11 EUIOPE.·.
LOW ·COST DEPEIDAILE. JET FLIGHTS TO EUIOPE.
CHpOSE FIOM MOii THAI 50 FLIGHTS,
10 AGE LIMIT; 10 TIME LIMIT.
CALL JIM COllOI 621·35'6
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Derby Doings

Bob Heleringer

1972 Hele-Ratings

The first leg of America's annual
Riva Ridge; a strong, the Year. Many justifiably
Triple Crown of thoroughbred handsome bay colt has been consider Burch the finest of his
racing gets underway Saturday established as the heavy 'favorite · profession. Head of the River loves
afternoon, May 6, when starter for the DERBY. He won over the slop (wet track) as evidenced
James Thomson trips the latch $500,000 as a two-year-old. He is by his rousing victory in the
and sends up to 15 of the country's expected to accrue the important Everglades Stakes over a sea of
finest 3-years-olds on an arduous Blue Grass Stakes at Keeneland to mud. The rider is the reliable
l 1A-mile journey in hot pursuit of his already impressive racing Englishman, Michael Hole. If the
fame, glory, a blanketofroses, and laurels. The horse has a top-not.ch track resembles Kentucky Burgoo
about $127,000.
trainer in Lucien Laurin. Only on Derby Day, bet with both hands
on Head of the River.
For those hermits, cave- flaw is questionable merits of his
Spanish Riddle is trained by
dwellers, and residents who don't regular rider - Canadian Ron
Riva
Ridge's boss, the emminent
this
Turcotte.
Case
in
point
was
know by now, this thrilling classic
is held every Spring at ancient but year's Everglades Stakes at . Mr. Laurin. Spanish Riddle's
pleasingly traditional Churchill Hialeah when Turcotte got himself efforts include a second-place
Downs. The great city of boxed in on. the rail and finished . finish· in the rich Florida Derby.
Louisville, almost within water- . fourth. Don't be surprised at a last- He has since had disappointing
throwing distance of XU, will minute jockey change in favor of races, particularly in the
again host a throng in excess of veteran reinsman Ray Broussard, Arkansas Derby atOaklawn Park
100,000 rabid fans - all more than who has been riding the colt in where he finished seventh in a duli
morning workouts. Whoever rides effort. As of this writing, Spanish
IT'S A BRILLIANT WEl>J;>ING
willing to lose their money.
him will probably carry home the Riddle's chances for the Derby are.
After wat.ching - and studying roses on May 6. (Horses have been doubtful.
WHEN THE BRIDE WEARS DIAMONDS
the prospective Derby known to win despite every effort
Royal Owl is another
candidates
for four months, I take by their rider to the contrary.)
A bride always beams. But even more so
pretender-to-the-Roses from sunny
great pride (the humility comes
when her hand sparkles with diamonds. We have
No Le Race (Spanish California. However, he too has
only after the results are made
a brilliant selection of diamond wedding
official) in announcing the official expression for "it makes no been disappointing as of late and
1972 Hele-Ratings for the 98th difference"). is trained by hard- · his Derby plans are uncertain.
rings. In modern or tradiUonal designs with
running of the Kentucky Derby. I working Louisville native Homer Trained)y Irishman John Canty,
beautiful, well-cut stone&·. We'll help
shall gladly takecredit(and 10%of Pardue and, thus, ranks as a mild this veteran conditioner always
you choose a splendid ring dancing with fire
the winnings) for any degree of sentimental favorite. The colt has sends out a fit hourse. IfRoyal Owl
and lights. To dance at your wedding.
wagering success that is directly excellent breeding, sired by the is not up to par, you won't see him
(or indirectly) attributable to this multiple stakes-winning Candy in the starting gate come May 6.
. o,.. ~ ....
Ac&....- :w
Hassi's Image is now being
scandal
sheet. They are as follows: Spots. He registered strong
!er cf'Hlt cer~ et Gets
victories over routes of ground (1 & lightly considered on the strength
with accompanying odds.
118 miles each time) in both the of his strong second-place finish in
1. Riva Ridge 2-1
Louisiana
and Arkansas Derbies; the grueling Arkansas Derby; a
2. No Le Hace 5-2
especially in New Orleans when he race thatfeatured a 17-horsefield.
3. Hold Your Peace 3-1
won by a. nose in an exceptionally The big chestnut colt is trained by
4. Solar Salute 4-1
impressive effort. Top reinsman, Juan Arias,
who
not
5. Head of the River 5-1
Phil Rubbicco, his · announced coincidentally also trained last
6. Spanish Riddle ~1
rider, states that "we've got the year's Derby winner Canonero II
FINI:: .tl-:'°''t-:1.ERS
7. Royal Owl 10-1
winner." We'll see.
8.
HaBBi's
Image.12-1
(remember him?). Heliodoro
Hwltnl COllEI llXT!I _& UCE
9. Bicker 12-1
Hold Your Peace, a smashing Gustines will be in the irons if the
. • HECHMONT MALL
•WALNUT HILLS
10. Freetex 12-1
10-length winner of the prestigious colt is entered. Gustines is a better
• KENWOOD MALL
8 COVINGTON
11. Divorce Trial 15-1
8 Hf.COUNTY MALL
8 MILFOID
Flamingo Stakes at Hialeah, than average rider who does most
• WES.T,ERN WOODS MALL
8 NO~WOOD
12. Introductivo 20-l
certainly commands attention. He of his riding in New York and New
Melt hfl .,.,... o,.. ll••fl•r 'HI f, Al 0"9 f6•Mer 'tit
13. Billy Rogell 30-1
has a top conditioner in Arnold Jersey. Better bet to show here.
14. U Poe Ent 50·1
Winick who has been pleased with
These are the main contenders,
15. Our Trade Winds 50·1
his big colt's steady progress in his as I view them. The others listed,
16. Thurloe Square 50-1
workouts. The jockey will be either and a considerable number not
Carlos Marquez or Mickey listed, all have a chance at the
Solomone. Both are stron, if equine pot of gold but, as of today,
venturesom, riders but this comer these non-distinguished animals
gives the nod to the more must be considered as rank
experienced Marques.
outsiders. However, ANYTHING
Solar Salute had won can happen indise of two minutes,
everything in sight in California which is how long the fastest
until two weeks ago when he Derby lasted (Northern Dancer, ·
finished a tiring third in the 1964). Upsets are as part of the
California Derby out at Golden Derby ritual as Heywood Hale
Gate Fields. Solar Solute, if he Broun. To me, themostsignificant
runs, will have the saddle services upset in my brief span of
of w~at the experts declare to be recollection occurred in 1963 when
the best jockey in the country in little. Chateaugay handily
the person of Laffitt Pincay, Jr. defeated sueh giants as Candy
California horses have perennial Spots, Never Bend, and No bad luch when they ship East, due Robbery - three of the greatest
in
present-day
in part to the variances in weather, names
track conditions, etc: It has been thoroughbred breeding.
mentioned that Solar Solute is a
So, if you find yourself totally
confirmed sprinter. The Derby is befuddled (as I annually am) on
no place for "confirmed sprinters." May 6 at 5:30 as track announcer
Head of the River is a still· Chic Anderson intones: "They're
A.I...,. . . .~.
.developing 3-year-old colt owned at the Post!" - then just sit back,
by the prestigious Rokeby Stable. relax, buy another outrageouslyIt's graduation day and siJver wings as an Air Force
He has the excellent services of priced Mint Julep, and simply
·
there you stand ... diploma pilot or navigator.
renowned trainer Elliot Burch, the WATCH the greatest two minutes
OTS is your chance to
only man to train three Horses of in American horse racing.
in hand and future in doubt.

- ••r ..

c.e•

You could go on to graduate
school.Or you could look for
a job in today's ever-tighteningjob market. Or, you could
put your education to work
immediately by aP-plying for
the Air Force's OfficerTraining School program.
Upon qualific.ation,
you'll find yourself beginning 12 .weeks of specialized
study designed to prepare
you for the challenge and
responsibilities of an officer's
commission. And, give you
the chance to go on to flight
school to earn those famous

break away from the crowd
and be recognized.For all the
facts, mail in the coupon. Or,
call 800-631-1972 toll free:
Remember,with anAir
Force future, the sky's no .
limit. *In New Jersey call 800·962·2803.
DIRECTORATE OF ADVERTISING (RSAV)
RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE
I1
II TEXAS
78148
.

rus-AiRroiCE'RiCRUiTiNG5ERViCE':;;.~ .

j

Please send me more Information on Air Force OTS.
Name

I Addresa
I Date of Birt
Sex
I City
County, _ _ _ __
I State
Zip
II Dare of Graduation
School
I understand there is no obligation.

j
j

I
I
I
Ij

Lfand yourself in tbe Air Force:_J

Classified Ads
SUMMER WORK - I need three ROLLING STONE MAGA·
sharp men in my stereo and sew· ZINE - Openings for on-campus
ing machine business. Call Mr. reps., subscription sales, pro·
Jacobus 961-6441.
duct sampling, promotional cam·
paigns. Excellent commissions,
HELP WANTED - $100.00 Free summer rotind-trip tickets to
weekly possi~le addressing mail Europe for. top salespeople.
for firms-Full and part time at Write immediaiely: Rolling Stone
home -· Send. syamped self- Campus - 78 E. 56th Street,
addressed envelope to Home New York, New York 10022.
Work Opportunities, Star Rt. 2,
Deming, New Mexico, 88030..
•100.00 DISCOUNT on the pur·
chase of any new or used car
GRADUATE STUDENT seek- bought from: COLUMBIA OWS.
ing roommate and apartment MOBILE, JOSEPH CHEVROLET,
close to campus and reasonable TOYOO'A OF CINCINNATI for
for fall. Write Patricia Smith, information andappointmentcall:
4 Tyrell Avenue,. Plattsburgh, Jerry Whitney, student represen·
New York 1290l.
tative on campus, 221-5012:

·-·
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,(rumbs
Apologies tO Rev. Paul L.
O'Connor, S.J., President of the
University. His name was
misspelled in the April 26 issue of
the Xavier News.

••••

The Selective Service Syst.em
has made several major changes
in registration procedures for the
draft. The new procedures are
intended to make registration
more registrant-oriented and more
efficient. Under the new
regulations, a male U.S. citizen
has from 3() days before to 30 days
after his 18th birthday to register.
He is then put into a holding
classification, 1·H, until the lottery
drawing during his 19th year. A
regietrant now has 15 days to
make appeals, and maY, appear in
person before state-level and
presidential appeal boards.

••••

• • • •

·· TJ.ie Institute of International
Education is now accepting
applications for overseas study
grants for the 1973-74 academic
year. About 550 grants to 37
countries are open to graduate
students for overseas study or
research and for professional
training in the creative and
performing .arts. Creative and
perfonning artists must have the
equivalent of four years of
professional training to be eligible.
· Infonnation may be obtained by
calling 867-0400.
• • • •
"The Innocents", a mystery
thriller by William Archibald, will
open at Playhouse in the Park on
Thursday, May 4, at 8:00 p.m.
Moreinformationmaybeobtained
by calling the Playhouse at 421·
3888.

••••

Students from all four residence
halls will hold a forum an
altemat.e living arrangements for
next year on Friday' May 5, at 1:30 .
p.m., in the grill

• • • •

• the Student Coalition is asking
concemed students to pledge $.33
per day for six months (total $60)
to the Emergency Relief Fund to
help reduce the suffering in
Bangladesh.

GREEK WEEK
Deadline for entries to all
Greek Week Events is today at
5 p.m. across from the Grill
_ Remember, $100 goes to the
winners of the Dance Mara·
thon Contest.

-

SUMMER STUDENTS
OXFORD APARTMENTS
IS NOW RENTING APTS. AT

SUMMER RATES
·FURNISHED AND UNfURNlSHED
AIR CONDITIONED-PARKl~G-LAUNDRV
ALSO RENTING FOR FALL AND WINTER
OXFORD STUDENT APTS. ·
1005 DANA AVE.
SEE DAN LAI-APT. 18.-281-0689 or 231·2844

The news

is Stretch!
VERY DEFINITELY
GEAR BOX®

• •

Newest fashion on the
scene' - Stretch Woven
' Slacks I Great new fa bric
look with a great, built-in
comfort factor. Stay-neat, ·
Dura-Press® blend .in
flannels, twills and neat
geometrics. Pick· your favorite color: grey, green,
navy, It. blue, tan, black.
Sizes 28-38.
$9

Richman

•ROTH&AS

·r

SWlf.TON
·cl·NTER

(Think about it)
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